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When used with a DPA microphone, it can capture or stream 
audio in quality previously only available in the studio. When it’s 
not possible to have an experienced sound engineer on site, the 
d:vice can act as a ‘mini sound engineer in your pocket’. 
www.dpamicrophones.com

Sennheiser & Neumann 8.D50

Sennheiser and Neumann will be presenting audio solutions 
for all levels of media production. ‘Good audio technology is 
the basis for a successful production. This is true whether it’s 
being created on a computer in a home studio or at a mixing 
console in a professional sound studio, and equally true whether 
a smartphone or a broadcast camera is being used,’ explains 
Achim Gleissner, Commercial Manager Broadcast & Media at 
Sennheiser. For that reason, Sennheiser has chosen the motto 
“We serve any camera” for its presence at IBC.

Differently themed areas of the stand reflect the bandwidth 
of today’s media production. Alongside the MKE 2 elements 
— the first waterproof microphone for the GoPro HERO4  
which paired with the action cam creates spectacular YouTube 
videos — the highlights on show range from interview 
microphones for mobile journalism, such as the HANDMIC 
DIGITAL and the wireless AVX (reviewed  Resolution V14.6), 
to the fully professional EK 6042 two-channel receiver for 
broadcast cameras. 

The MK 4 digital (reviewed in Resolution V16.3) — styled as the 
microphone of choice for dubbing and podcast applications — 
while the ClipMic digital and MKE 2 digital clip-on microphones 
for iPhones und iPads ensure great sound for self-produced 
videos. The portfolio of products on display is rounded off by 
shotgun microphones from the MKH series for film production, 
as well as wireless microphones from the Digital 9000, Digital 
6000 (Resolution Award 2017 nominated), 2000 and evolution 
wireless series, which are used for ENG and broadcasting. 

Look out for two brand new products Sennheiser will be 
unveiling at IBC: the U87 “Rhodium Edition” and the smart 
FOCUSMIC Digital for the iPhone. An eye-catching highlight 
at the booth will be footage from the Mercedes-Benz Kitesurf 
World Cup, demonstrating use of the MKE2 elements for the 
GoPro HERO4.

The field of 3D audio is an innovative media format that is 
growing in importance. It is the key to immersing listeners into 
new audio worlds and to completing the perfect illusion in 
virtual reality applications. When it comes to 3D productions, 
the talents of the AMBEO VR Mic from Sennheiser and the 
binaural KU 100 dummy head from Neumann truly shine. Visitors 
to the IBC Future Zone have an additional opportunity to try 
out the AMBEO VR Mic, which will feature in workshops on the 
subject of virtual reality recordings and post-production.

  The Neumann range of studio monitors was recently 
expanded with the launch of the KH 80 DSP. It’s the ideal 
product for smaller studios that do not want to miss out on 
great Neumann sound and visitors will be able to experience 
the impressive sound of this new model as well as a wide range 
of other Neumann monitors. 
www.sennheiser.com

Calrec Audio 8.C61
Calrec’s Artemis Ray digital audio console will make its European 
debut at IBC2017. Artemis Ray has 456 fully featured input 
channels — making it more powerful than Artemis Beam. Further, 
Artemis Ray can handle up to 72 faders, the same as the larger 
Artemis Shine model.

Via a brand-new fader/monitor panel, Artemis Ray sports a 
new surface layout that allows more faders in a reduced surface 
area. The panel — also available on Artemis Light, Beam, and 
Shine models — is the same width as a standard Artemis fader 
panel and includes eight full-size faders to give operators even 

more control and a higher fader density in a smaller footprint. 
This configuration saves around 200mm when compared with 
similar control surfaces.

Artemis Ray provides the same functionality as previous 
Artemis models, but with more channels and faders in the same 
footprint. In situations where space is at a premium, like in OB 
trucks, a high fader density is not only desirable, but essential. 
With the new chassis and fader/monitor panel, Artemis Ray’s 
72-fader layout fits into a mere 2.37m (93.39 inches) of space, 
delivering more power than ever in such a small footprint.

Calrec’s RP1 remote production unit is a unique live-broadcast 
product that directly addresses an increasingly prevalent 
requirement for high-quality content from remote locations.

Remote production offers the ability to capture a broader 
range of live events, such as sports, news, or regional music 
festivals. Broadcasters cannot always justify the time or expense 
of sending a dedicated outside broadcast truck and a team of 
skilled on-site operators for these niche events, but they must 
always ensure that the same high broadcast standards are met.

At IBC2017, Calrec will introduce a suite of new features on the 
RP1. RP1 consists of a 2U core that contains integrated FPGA-
based DSP, enabling a console surface at another facility to 
control all mixing functionality. The RP1 core manages all of 
the processing for IFB routing and remote monitor mixes, and 
it does so locally with no latency. This level of integration and 
remote control makes it simple for any remote mix engineer to 
set up IFB mixes and eradicates any delay for remote listeners 
or presenters.

The new features on the RP1 include a 2-band filter and 4-band 
EQ, expander and gate facilities, compressor and sidechain EQ 
facilities, direct output for all remote faders (up to 5.1 wide), and 
remote auxes via Calrec Assist.

New software also provides VCA master control from the host 
console and pairing of transmission and remote faders so that 
any fader/cut changes are applied to both TX and IFB paths on 
to remote faders and remote auxes. A new “blocking” mode 
prevents the RP1 unit from affecting the paired transmission 
faders, while the “independent” mode ensures the RP1 can 
operate independently of the host when required.
www.calrec.com

CEDAR 8.D98
C e d a r  A u d i o  i s 
t h e  o n l y  a u d i o 
company dedicated 
e x c l u s i v e l y  t o 
t h e  r e s e a r c h , 
development and 
implementation of 
noise suppression 
systems for post, live broadcast, re-mastering, archiving and 
audio forensics. The recently introduced DNS 2 noise suppressor 
is gaining a good reputation as an effective 2-channel noise 
suppressor on the sets of major movies and TV productions, 
as well as in the field for live broadcast. Simple to operate, it 
can be used to clean audio ‘there and then’, or for confidence 
checking that all will be well in post. Alongside this, CEDAR will 
be demonstrating the DNS 8 Live noise suppressor, which is a 
standard for newsrooms, sports studios and live sound, together 
with the latest Cedar Studio suite of plug-ins that eliminates the 
problems encountered in film and TV post. CEDAR will also be 
showing the flagship Cedar Cambridge workstation, the tool of 
choice for the most demanding audio restoration requirements.
www.cedar-audio.com

Genelec 8.D61

At IBC 2017, Genelec will be showcasing “The Ones” ultimate 
point source monitors. Comprising the 8351, and the recently 
introduced 8341 and 8331 models, The Ones’ compact three-way 
coaxial design delivers precision, uncoloured imaging, a large 
sweet spot and reduced listener fatigue. Monitor “Point source” 
and off-axis linearity are increasing dramatically in importance as 
recording studios, broadcasters — and even OB trucks (see NEP 
article in this issue) — have a growing mandate to produce Dolby 
Atmos or immersive audio content.

The Ones are joined at IBC by two other members of the 
Genelec SAM family: the 8430, the world’s first AES67 studio 
monitor, while the 1032C two-way monitor is the latest upgrade 
of the classic 1032: which now offers full SAM functionality, a 
digital input and even higher SPL. Also on demonstration is the 
newest version of the GLM (Genelec Loudspeaker Management) 
software application for calibrating monitoring systems, from 
stereo to immersive. Building on decades of user experience, 
GLM allows Genelec SAM monitors to be calibrated after 
placement to ensure reference listening, loudness compliance 
and excellent translation between rooms.
www.genelec.com

DPA 8.D70

Celebrating 25 years in the industry, DPA’s new d:vice MMA-A 
Digital Audio Interface (reviewed in Resolution V16.5) will be 
on show at IBC 2017, giving European broadcasters their first 
opportunity to experience the audio quality offered by this 
preamp. Aimed at content makers such as live and mobile 
journalists, the d:vice MMA Digital Audio Interface works with 
any iOS device, Mac or PC computer, making it easier than ever to 
broadcast or recording anywhere in the world. Journalists already 
use smartphones to capture the news and to a large extend 
this works well because today’s phones can take high-quality 
pictures and videos. However, until now the missing component 
was high-quality audio — vital for news broadcasts where audio 
quality must match or exceed the video for the message to be 
understood. This is exactly the challenge that the d:vice solves. 

Products
Our guide to audio equipment at IBC 2017.
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DirectOut 8.E85

Networked Audio is the Focus for DirectOut at IBC: MADI specialist 
DirectOut is extending its traditional portfolio to include several 
networked audio standards and formats at IBC.

SoundGrid is an uncompressed, multi-channel, low-latency 
digital audio Layer2 Ethernet protocol from Waves for audio 
networking and real-time audio processing for live, broadcast 
and music production facilities. Visitors to stand 8.E85 will see 
SG.MADI, a SoundGrid to MADI converter that, for example, links 
SoundGrid processing to any MADI system or router.  

For RAVENNA/AES67 users, a firmware update to DirectOut’s 
MONTONE.42 MADI/Audio-over-IP bridge delivers more 
responsive and informative control. The HTML5 user interface 
has been completely revised with a new menu structure that 
provides a full routing matrix between all MADI and AES67 
channels and quick access to all relevant system and streaming 
information. Detailed adjustments can be made in the 
Advanced Settings area ensuring that MONTONE.42 can be used 
in demanding and complex network infrastructures where the 
ability to adjust parameters, such as QoS and PTP values, are key.

Using a native RAVENNA implementation, MONTONE.42 
already supports the coming SMPTE ST2110-30 standard. This 
facility includes the ability to synchronize to Grandmasters 
running the SMPTE ST2059-2 PTP profile. 

In addition to RAVENNA and SoundGrid a third networked 
audio format product will be announced at IBC 2017.
www.directout.eu

Yamaha
Will be showing their Nuage fader unit, with integrated channel 
strip control for DAW operation. 16 touch-sensitive 100mm 
faders, 32 touch-sensitive multi-function knobs, touch slider 
strip, high resolution LCD for channel names with colour coding, 

organized utility section plus a keyboard tray under palm rest. 
Combined with a Master Unit, efficient Nuendo control surface 
operation and editing is within easy reach. The master unit has a 
responsive touch-screen display,8 touch-sensitive multi-function 
knobs, direct control of EQ, dynamics, plug-ins etc., precision 
machined high resolution jog wheel, user assignable section 
with customizable controls, and can be integrated with up to 
3 fader units.

Yamaha will also have their Rivage PM10 flagship digital 
console on display.

Additionally, Yamaha will be showing an exciting new studio 
product at this years IBC.  
www.yamahaproaudio.com

JoeCo 8.E-97

At IBC 2017, JoeCo will celebrate its tenth anniversary, as well as its 
recent nomination in the Resolution Awards. Visitors are invited to 
join in on booth 8.E-97, and discover why the UK manufacturer’s 

BLACKBOX and BLUEBOX recorders are the trusted choice of 
today’s leading broadcasters. From Later… With Jools Holland 
and The Great British Bake Off to international sports coverage and 
BBC drama, JoeCo technology is the standard for the simple but 
safe capture of audio for many of television’s most enduring shows.

JoeCo founder Joe Bull will be on the booth at IBC 2017, 
showcasing the full BLACKBOX range, including 64-channel 
Dante and Madi recorders, the 24 channel analogue BBR1B 
and the BBR1MP, incorporating 24 high quality mic preamps. 
All BLACKBOX models feature the same compact but rugged 
construction and rock solid reliability, ensuring all source audio 
is recorded to external media via USB 2.0/3.0 in Broadcast WAV 
format.

 In addition, visitors will find out why the BLUEBOX BBWR24B 
has been nominated in the Recorder category of the 2017 
Resolution Awards. Available with free JoeCo Control software 
for Mac and PC, BLUEBOX offers a unique combination of a 
high-end interface for your DAW, a standalone field recorder 
and a back-up solution that means no source audio is ever lost, 
even if the power fails. 
www.joeco.co.uk

Jünger Audio 10.A49

Tecom Group, a leading software developer in broadcasting  
and telecommunications, and Junger Audio have become 
technology partners and announced the release of two advanced 
products for loudness control and normalization — LA Playout 
and LA Production.

LA Playout features the integration of Jünger audio Level 
Magic processors with Tecom Group’s Loudness Analyzer 
software. Loudness values are logged and transferred to 
a special light version of J*AM Loudness Logger. LA Playout 
receives data from J*AM, relates it to a broadcast schedule 
and carries out a comparative analysis of the loudness level. 

Roger Repeater, being fully wireless, mobile and portable, extends the range of the Roger Earpiece 
allowing full coverage wherever you are.

www.roger-studio.com

Roger Earpiece: Extend the magic!

Visit us
IBC

8.A48
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Inspired sound

For more information please visit www.yamahaproaudio.com

The new Yamaha MMP1 Studio Monitor 
Management System

Versatile, great-sounding and refreshingly affordable, the new Yamaha 
MMP1 brings sophisticated monitor management to DAW-based 
production environments. From stereo through to complex, multi-channel 
formats like Dolby Atmos, MMP1 delivers flexible routing of all essential 
audio throughout the studio, along  with the powerful bass management 
control, time alignment delays and six-band room EQ necessary to 
optimise your monitoring for your production space.
MMP1 is easy to configure and operate via Mac/Windows Apps, and there’s 
also an iPad App for convenient control of all essential parameters.

Big studio monitor management
for in the box productions

Comprehensive 
Monitor Control

Flexible Bass 
Management

Full-Feature Channel 
Processing

Outstanding Speaker 
Management Precision

Post-Production 
Recording Support

The MMP1 Studio Monitor Management System:
Part of Yamaha’s continuing commitment to enhancing 
the audio production process

#42723 - MMP1 Ad - Resolution.indd   1 22/08/2017   10:40

This allows for quick and easy detection of on-air loudness 
deviations. All the measurement data is delivered over the 
network and requires no additional hardware. 

LA Production is an application for file-based loudness 
measurement and normalisation. Its latest version utilises 
the original adaptive Level Magic algorithm which allows 
broadcasters to comply with all current international loudness 
standards while preserving a high audio quality.

Peter Poers, New Business Manager for Jünger Audio says: 
‘Our partnership will enable Tecom customers to comply 
with loudness regulations and it will also give Jünger Audio 
customers access to an expanded solutions portfolio.’.
www.junger-audio.com

Stage Tec 8.C80

IBC will see the latest in a long line of mixing consoles from 
German mixer and router manufacturer Stage Tec on stand: 
AVATUS is an IP-based console that communicates via IP networks 
allowing the mixer to be controlled remotely using a PC or Mac 
connected via LAN or Wi-Fi. This is particularly useful in broadcast 
where the possibilities for this new way of working are legion; e.g. 
the sound supervisor can work on the mix in the truck while an 
assistant plugs up the microphones and sets the routing to the 
correct mixer channel. Scene automation can be run remotely 
and snapshots called up and stored. 

Alternatively, the IP remote working can allow console 
surfaces to access centralised core processing and routing or 
deliver effective resilience strategies. AVATUS offers over 800 
input channels and 128 sum buses in formats ranging from 
mono to 7.1. Each section of the desk may be colour coded to 
the user’s preference for speedy and intuitive performance and 
the screens are touch displays.

Also on the stand will be the flagship AURUS Platinum, 
CRESCENDO Platinum, ON AIR flex and the renowned routing 
system NEXUS.
www.stagetec.com

Lawo 8.B50

At IBC2017, Lawo will present their complete product range, 
including the mc²96 Grand Production Console, specifically 
designed to provide optimal performance in IP video production 
environments through native support for all relevant standards 
— SMPTE 2110, AES67, RAVENNA and DANTE. Further innovations 
on show: Lawo’s ruby Visual Radio Console, SOUL Seamless 
Orchestration and Unification Layer, and new Virtual Multiviewer 
Modules for the V__matrix Software-defined IP-Routing & 
Processing Platform.

Lawo’s R LAY Virtual Radio Mixer software has recently been 
upgraded with the ability to use SIP streams as on-the-air audio 
sources, as well as several other enhancements and updates. R
LAY is radio software that enables broadcasters to build “virtual 
broadcast studios” using today’s inexpensive and powerful 
desktop and laptop PCs. The R LAY line includes VRX8 8-fader 
and VRX4 4-fader Virtual Radio Mixer software, VPB Virtual 
Patch Bay software, and VSC Virtual Sound Card software.  
All are AES67 compliant for use with standard AoIP  
networks. The AES67 networking standard specifies SIP 
(Session Initiation Protocol) as its connection management for 
unicast streams, and R LAY v3.0.0.136 gives users the ability 
to use SIP streams as direct audio sources. Other additions 
to this software version include upgraded ASIO audio client 
handling, enhanced program logging features, and improved 
integration of the open-source Ember+ protocol for control of 
studio peripherals.
www.lawo.com

NUGEN Audio 8.D56

NUGEN Audio will demonstrate a new update for its award-
winning Halo Upmix at IBC 2017. The new 3D Immersive Extension 
builds on the industry-leading Halo 9.1 Extension, adding further 
options beyond the existing Dolby Atmos bed track capability. 
Also, on display will be the Halo Downmix, a new downmixing 
technology for creating the best possible stereo mixes from 
original surround audio sources.
www.nugenaudio.com

Riedel 10.A31

Riedel will be discussing its work with European provider, 
Broadcast Solutions  GmbH, which has installed Riedel’s 
MediorNet media network on board Alphaline A12, a new HD 
outside broadcast (OB) van commissioned by Slovakian television 
network, Televízia Markíza. Working in tandem with Riedel’s 
Artist digital matrix intercom solution, MediorNet provides a 
decentralised and redundant communications and signal 
routing backbone for Televízia Markíza’s line up of live sports and 
entertainment broadcasts. Riedel is talking about the installation 
at IBC this year.

‘MediorNet’s decentralised routing approach is perfect  
for live broadcasting. Not only does it reduce the single 
points of failure, but it also makes things simpler and more  
efficient by placing physical I/O closer to where it’s needed  
while also reducing copper,’ said Rainer Kampe, Broadcast 
Solutions CTO.

Alphaline A12 is capable of supporting 14-plus cameras in 
productions such as Televízia Markíza’s popular Let’s Dance 
reality show, and also provides critical backup support for the 
network’s studio programming. Broadcast Solutions worked 
with Slovakian systems integrator Elektronika to design and 
install the van’s MediorNet network, consisting of a MetroN 
core router, 16 MicroN high-density media distribution network 
devices, and four MediorNet Compact stage boxes. An Artist 
128 intercom system with 14 keypanels provides flexible high 
quality communications.
www.riedel.net

Merging Technologies 8.E96
In addition to the highly 
successful Horus and Hapi 
interfaces, ANEMAN offers 
an op en solution to the 
management and control of AoIP 
networks for any manufacturer 
supporting the community. 
This technology combined with Virtual Audio Device drivers for 
Windows, Mac OS and Linux offers practical tools to assist OEM 
partners get practical benefits from networked audio solutions.

Additionally, the ZMan RAVENNA/AES67 I/O card offers a 
powerful and compact solution to get networked products to 
market in a fraction of the time and expense. Merging’s award 
winning software offerings have just been updated to Pyramix 
11 and Ovation 7. All versions are Win 10 compatible and further 
improvements have been made to stability and the ability to 
handle 3D audio in broadcast and live situations. If quality audio 
is your priority, this is the stand that should be at the top of the list.

Merging is participating in the IP Showcase (Room E106) 
interoperability demonstration which was such a success at 
NAB. This features over 50 vendors with over 120 different 
devices demonstrating the real-world possibilities unleashed 
by the adoption of SMPTE ST2110 draft standards and the AMWA 
NMOS specifications. This major event has the support of many 
industry bodies such as AES, AIMS, EBU, IABM, MNA and VSF 
and will be supported by a full programme of presentations 
and education sessions running throughout IBC. The Merging 
Hapi acts as a 72 channel ST2110 gateway taking inputs from 
SDI streams. The outputs are being fed to consoles from SSL 
and Lawo which are in turn, outputting the audio via Ward-Beck 
Systems loudspeakers.
www.merging.com

Lectrosonics 8.C73
With a continued focus on quality 
and innovation since 1971, 
Lectrosonics is well respected 
within the f ilm, broadcast, 
music, and theatre technical 
communities. Located in the city 
of Rio Rancho in the heart of New 
Mexico, the US company has a 
strong history of delivering robust, quality wireless technology 
with excellent customer support and service. Lectrosonics 
wireless microphone systems and audio processing products 
are used daily in mission-critical applications by audio engineers 
worldwide, particularly in location sound, TV, movie and 
theatrical production environments.

If you visit their stand you’ll see why their PDR (personal digital 
recorder) was nominated in the Resolution Product Awards 
2017. For situations in which the distance is extreme or where 
using a wireless microphone is not practical, the PDR recorder 
can travel with your subject and capture professional quality 
audio, synchronized with timecode. The tiny size and rounded 
shape make the PDR unobtrusive and easy to place in garments 
and costumes, and easy to conceal when used as a “plant” 
microphone to capture environmental or location sound.
www.lectrosonics.com

NTP 8.B52

NTP Technology (www.ntp.dk) produces high-reliability audio 
routing and signal distribution systems for radio and TV broadcast 
applications, and the DAD branded (www.digitalaudio.dk) audio 
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The new Yamaha MMP1 Studio Monitor 
Management System

Versatile, great-sounding and refreshingly affordable, the new Yamaha 
MMP1 brings sophisticated monitor management to DAW-based 
production environments. From stereo through to complex, multi-channel 
formats like Dolby Atmos, MMP1 delivers flexible routing of all essential 
audio throughout the studio, along  with the powerful bass management 
control, time alignment delays and six-band room EQ necessary to 
optimise your monitoring for your production space.
MMP1 is easy to configure and operate via Mac/Windows Apps, and there’s 
also an iPad App for convenient control of all essential parameters.

Big studio monitor management
for in the box productions

Comprehensive 
Monitor Control

Flexible Bass 
Management

Full-Feature Channel 
Processing

Outstanding Speaker 
Management Precision

Post-Production 
Recording Support

The MMP1 Studio Monitor Management System:
Part of Yamaha’s continuing commitment to enhancing 
the audio production process

#42723 - MMP1 Ad - Resolution.indd   1 22/08/2017   10:40
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If your broadcast relies on high quality audio, 
you’d better choose the most reliable solution.

8.E97

BLACKBOX Recorders are the go-to multitrack recording solution for broadcasts including...

The Great British Bake-Off, Later With Jools Holland, FIFA World Cup Brazil, The Grammy Awards, The Sochi 
Olympics, Formula One, National Football League, Inside the Actors Studio, The Mormon Tabernacle 
Choir, NBC’s Last Call with Carson Daly, ITV Studios, Sky Sports, award-winning BBC Drama...

For 10 years, the professional’s choice B L U E B O X  B B W
R 2 4 B

byBLACKBOX & BLUEBOX
Resolution advert v2.indd   1 16/08/2017   14:08

converters interfaces for Pro Audio studio applications. NTP is 
part of the Danmon Group, one of Europe’s leading suppliers of 
audio, video, products and digital media solutions. The Penta 
720 is a modular audio router and audio distribution interface 
for routing and interfacing analogue and digital audio signals via 
AES/EBU, MADI or SDI SD/HD/3G-embedded audio as well as IP 
Gigabit Ethernet using Dante/AES67 and optical-fibre networks 
incorporating a 1400x1400 multiplexer. The DAD AX32 is an 
ultimate A/D or D/A converter, monitor controller and digital 
format converter for recording and post-production applications 
where 8 to 48 channels of analogue inputs or outputs are 
needed. The monitor controller unit can work with a stand-alone 
controller and is additionally Eucon enabled for interfacing to the 
Avid S6 control surface.
www.ntp.dk

Phonak
Roger Repeater, Phonak’s 
n e w  r a n g e  e x t e n d e r, 
increases the functionality 
a n d f l e x i b i l i t y  o f  t h e 
successful Roger Earpiece 
launched in 2016.  Roger 
Repeater allows for full 
coverage wherever you are, 
including across multiple rooms, such as from green room to 
main stage, as well as being fully wireless, mobile, portable, 
adaptable and easy to use.

The Roger technology uses the latest digital standard and 
operates on the license-free 2.4 GHz band. The wireless Roger 
communication system includes the tiny, virtually invisible 
Roger Earpiece comfortably hidden in the listener’s ear and 
different types of transmitter-repeater. Roger systems are ideal 
for people working in broadcasting and show business, who 
rely on seamless communication with directors, producers, and 
sound technicians. They are utterly discreet, easy to use and 
install, and offer unrivalled intelligibility.
www.phonak.com

HHB 8.D56
HHB shares their stand with co-exhibitors Mogami, NUGEN 
Audio, Rode, Wohler and Zoom UK. Demand for Dolby Atmos 
audio production in TV and the adoption of AoIP networks 
across broadcast and post is increasing. HHB supply systems to 
meet these requirements utilising the latest technology from 
Avid, Dolby, Genelec and others including intelligent IHSE IP 
KVM and optical fibre infrastructure when required. HHB also 
work extensively in radio, education and music production 
environments and with system integrators around the globe. 

Key manufacturing partners include Avid, BSS, BroaMan, Cedar, 
Crown, DAD, DiGiCo, Dolby, Focusrite, Genelec, IDS, IHSE, JBL, 
Mogami, NTP, NUGEN Audio, Optocore, Punchlight, RedNet, 
RME, RODE, Rosendahl, RTW, Sonifex, Soundfield, Studer, Studio 
Technologies, Vicoustic, Wohler, Yellowtec and Zoom.
www.hhb.co.uk

Focusrite

Focusrite will be present at IBC with a full compliment of units 
from their RedNet & Red ranges, with select models from their 
ISA range. RedNet is designed for use in multiple audio situations, 
providing solutions for post-production environments, broadcast 
or live applications and anything in-between. Fundamentally 
RedNet is an extremely scalable, near zero latency audio 
distribution system utilising the Dante audio networking system. 

Focusrite will also be showing two new products, one each 
for their RedNet & Red ranges, both of these products will be 
making their public debut at the show.
www.focusrite.com

Zoom 8.A25
F-Control is a mixing 
control surface that 
gives f i lmmakers 
more control and 
f l e x i b i l i t y  w h e n 
recording in the field. 
It works alongside 
the Zoom F8 and F4 
to create a complete and professional on-location audio rig.

F-Control makes recording and mixing easy with nine 60 mm 
faders (eight + Master) and hands-on input/output control for 
trim, pan, and track arming. Monitoring channel and output 
levels is simple with 12-segment LED meters, three user-
programmable buttons, and a dedicated time code button.

You can also organise recordings using the Track Scene edit 
buttons for metadata entry. F-Control gives you the option to 
connect an external USB keyboard so you can enter information 
for “Track Name”, “Scene Increment”, “Scene Name”, “Notes”, 
and “False Take.”
www.zoom.co.uk

Canford 11.D01

Canford will offer clients a unique “touch and feel” rig, which will 
allow comparisons between all the 9.2mm SMPTE fibre cables 
that Canford stocks and uses in its camera cables assembly unit 
— Furukawa, Draka, Belden and OCC. Visitors to the Canford 
stand will also have an opportunity to review the company’s latest 
production prototypes.

The Canford 4-way SMPTE 311 Breakout Enclosure can be wall 
or ceiling mounted, and will be manufactured to accept either 2, 
4 or 6 incoming SMPTE 311M cables. These units are designed to 
enable the respective fibre and electrical core to be broken out 
to LC (or SC) bulkheads and 6 pin Mate-N-Lok panel connectors.

In conjunction with the new ranges of SMPTE field termination 
boxes, Canford will for the first time be demonstrating a true 
“Plug and Play” solution which effectively eliminates any 
requirement to terminate fibre on site. 

The recently introduced Canford MDU 15 will make its 
exhibition debut too. Designed and manufactured by Canford, 
MDU15 provides x12 Universal Locking IEC power outlets. This 
mains distribution unit is intended for applications prone to 
vibration or where equipment is regularly re-positioned, such 
as in outside broadcast, touring, hire and fly-away systems.

The Canford stand will also feature distributed brand, BEL 
Digital Audio with demonstrations of several products, to 
include the new BEL BM-A1-64DANTE confidence monitor. The 
BM-A1-64DANTE AoIP monitor is designed to provide audible 
monitoring as well as visual signal strength indication and audio 
breakouts.

BEL’s AoIP monitor is suitable for a wide range of applications 
in the broadcast, fixed installation and live sound markets. It 
provides a significant advantage for simultaneously monitoring 
both AES67 and Dante streams. The team will display AES67 
monitoring over REVENNA and Dante audio networks. In 
addition, a selection of BEL audio and video/audio in-rack 
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monitors, audio synchronisation delays and multi-format 
converters will be available.
www.canford.co.uk
www.beldigital.com

RTW 8.D89
RTW will showcase its 
latest updates at IBC 
2017. As part of its new 
offerings, the company 
has introduced the first 
rollout of new firmware 
for its TouchMonitor 
TM7 and TM9 series . 
‘We listen to our customers’ feedback and support their 
changing needs with our regular firmware updates,’ says Ulrike 
Lauterbach, director of sales & marketing, RTW. ‘We have really 
put an emphasis on taking these products to the next-level of 
operation for our customers.’

The current TM7/9 firmware update allows simultaneous 
monitoring of transmission streams with the ability to see up 
to four parallel instances of the stereo vectorscope at once. 
The RTA (Real Time Analyzer) feature set offers an even more 
refined graduated frequency distribution analysis with the 
addition of a 12th octave filter bank. Extra security measures 
can be activated with the utilization of the newly offered custom 
selected password, which will also protect the user against 
unauthorized adjustment changes. This firmware also supports 
four-channel operation of a TouchMonitor, even without a 
multi-channel license, which allows attractive combinations in 
operation with RTW’s TMR7.

Also on display at RTW’s booth will be a range of its popular 
software and hardware products, including the company’s 
Continuous Loudness Control (CLC), MasterClass plugins: 
Loudness Tools and Mastering Tools, SurroundControl 31900 
and 31960 series, as well as the full range of TouchMonitors.
www.rtw.com

Wisycom 8.D78

Wisycom will be presenting its brand-new options for 
broadcasters and live production engineers, giving its users 
the ability to widen their wireless reach in a cost-effective, 
efficient manner. On display will be its MAT244 Programmable 
RF Combiner along with two new antennas, the LBN2/LNN2 
UHF Wideband Antenna and the LBP/LNP Wideband Antenna 
with Amplifier. Says Massimo Polo, Sales & Marketing Director, 
Wisycom: ‘Wisycom’s products can be utilized in  various 
configurations for a range of applications across the globe, no 
matter how large or small. The new MAT244 RF matrix combiner 
gives users Wisycom’s famous RF distribution technology in 
a condensed package, suitable for any type of broadcasts or 
productions.’

 The MAT244, based on the company’s larger MAT288, is 
designed to combine RF from four separate locations on the 
fly, thanks to a matrix of solid-state switches. It operates on 
a wide bandwidth from 150-840MHz and can be managed 
remotely via Ethernet, which gives its user an unparalleled 
freedom of movement. Each input sports programmable 
attenuators and antenna boosters can be supplied on every 
input independently. The MAT244 features unrivalled reliability 
and runs on a redundant power supply (AC/DC). The combiner 
provides excellent flexibility and gives users the freedom to 
deploy his/her own wireless audio infrastructure.
www.wisycom.com

Aaton Digital 12F30
Aaton-Digital will demonstrate the new CantarMini location 
sound recorder and the new Cantaress mixing surface, while 
co-exhibitors Transvideo will present their new Stargate high 
specification monitor and the new CineMonitorHD. 

The Cantaress is an innovative mixing surface offers an 

extraordinary feel and high, compatible with both the 
CantarX3 and the CantarMini recorders. With its extra-wide 
foldable display, perfectly aligned to the VU meters of the 12 
assignable channel strips, the Cantaress provides for each 
channel an instant view of the setup of analogue Input gain, 
solo functionalities, mix gain and equalization. In addition to the 
main display, 2 intuitive screens are available on the right of the 
faders to show custom options, setup or shortcuts.

The new Record & Play facility (by a free firmware update on 
Aaton recorders) allows clone, remix and solo music operation 
but is also invaluable for the film industry to remix some tracks 
or to add more sound tracks to existing ones. This unique feature 
on a field recorder makes the Cantar able to play and record files 
simultaneously without any latency.

New features include — ability to add a new track to an 
already recorded file (sound on sound no latency) — to clone 
your last take (all your ISO tracks) and redo your mix down 
track(s) say you did a perfect mix down except that you cut one 
track a little too early, you re-record without losing your mix 
down and remix just that channel — To re-record a dialogue 
that cannot be saved from production tracks (ADR or looping) 
— During a live recording, to play and eventually re-record 
sounds stored in the cantarX3. i.e. telephone call, background 
music, wild sounds.
www.aaton.com
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DK Technologies 8.E60

As Dolby Atmos inches closer to streaming media like Netflix and 
YouTube and even live broadcasting, DK-Technologies introduces 
a unique way of measuring loudness from all directions with 
DK T7++. Combine Dolby Atmos with Waveform Monitor in the 
DK T7++ and you have an all-in-one metre that has your studio 
completely covered. Other new features include support for 
MADI and Ravenna protocols and for better integration into 
mixing consoles, switching to portrait mode and controlling 
the metre directly from the console with Ember+ have been 
implemented. A camera setup together with a smartphone 
app will showcase the possibilities of detecting if audio and 
video are out-of-sync with LipSync for DK T7++. Introducing the 
latest flagship among the DK T7 range, the brand new PT0T7-LS 
— 19” 3U rackmount table version of DK T7 series added with 
loudspeakers.
www.dk-technologies.com

Sonifex 8.E61

The Sonifex AVN-PXH12 is a monitor-mixer primarily designed 
for monitoring Audio Over IP audio channels in a compact 1U 
format rack. Any AES67 audio channels on your network can 
be assigned to input channels on the unit and mixed down to 
analogue outputs, a headphone output and built-in speaker. 

It is a stereo monitoring device that allows you to monitor up 
to 12 audio sources, from an input total of 24, at any one time. 
The 24 audio sources can be selected from 4 discrete stereo 
analogue audio inputs (1 x front panel 3.5mm jack socket, 2 
x rear panel 3.5mm jack sockets and 1 x rear panel stereo XLR 

input pair) or from any RAVENNA, AES67 or AES67-enabled 
Dante AoIP connected streams. 

These stereo signals are routed to the 12 x control channels on 
the front panel, each of which have a ‘Normal’ and an ‘Alternate’ 
input selection. Each channel has three buttons: one for input 
selection, another to Mute the channel and the third to select 
whether the channel input is routed to the left, right or stereo 
output legs.

The unit also sends to the network, as AoIP AES67 streams, 
the 8 channels of the 4 physical stereo inputs, together with 
a stereo mix of the speaker output. The unit can act as a PTP 
masterclock or slave clock and supports IEEE1588-2008 PTPv2 
media and default profiles.
www.sonifex.co.uk

BBC Research & Development 8.G10

At IBC2017 BBC R&D will demonstrate their work on other aspects 
of the New Broadcasting System: IP production in the cloud; 
protocols for creating Object-Based content at scale; live end-to-
end Object-Based Audio broadcasting; prototypes for atomising 
content into smaller, reusable pieces of information; speech-
to-text transcription within the BBC newsroom. The R&D unit 
will also show the BBC’s latest Virtual and Augmented Reality 
projects, bringing these flavours of Object-Based to life through 
an AR prototype, BBC Taster VR app and activity to establish open 
standards for web VR production.
www.bbc.co.uk/rd

Digigram 8.C51

At IBC2017, Digigram will introduce AUDIOWAY BRIDGE. Serving 
as a gateway between legacy and IP audio equipment in the 
studio, or in multiple studios connected by a managed network, 
AUDIOWAY BRIDGE allows users to input MADI, AES67, RAVENNA, 
Dante/AES67, or AES/EBU and route audio to output in any one 
of these formats.

By facilitating use of familiar legacy audio equipment 
alongside newer IP-based systems in both on-air broadcasting 
and production, AUDIOWAY BRIDGE reduces the cost and 
complexity of migrating to IP. Occupying just one rack unit, the 
all-in-one gateway not only bridges audio-over-IP (AoIP) streams 
and legacy signals, but also ensures clock synchronization and 
generation between the two systems.
www.digigram.com

Wohler 8.A54

Wohler will have its full range of products at the show, including 
the iAM Series of IP-based audio and video monitors as well as 
several of its advanced audio monitoring solutions. This positions 
the company and its products as a one-stop-shop for top-of-
the-line monitoring, metering and IP offerings that cater to the 
industry’s latest signal requirements.

The iAM Series monitors, including iAM-AUDIO, iAM-MIX and 
iAM-VIDEO, incorporate high-quality hardware with powerful 
upgradable software components combined with an on-board 
Web server. This allows multiple units on the same network to 
be monitored, controlled and updated via a browser-based user 
interface and via API calls from 3rd party connected devices. 
The iAM Series uses small form-factor pluggable (SFP) slots to 
enable simple adaptation of interfaces and a wide selection 
of signal I/O. The overall variety of audio and video metering 
options supported includes analog, AES3 and MADI inputs, and 
options for Video over IP formats (MPEG2 TS and SMPTE 2022), 
AoIP formats (Dante, Ravenna, AES67), 3G/HD/SD-SDI as well as 
a growing range of additional I/O options via its SFP interface.
www.wohler.com

Sonnet 7.F07
S o nn e t w i l l 
demonstrate 
Thunderbolt 
3  e d i t i o n s 
of its three-
s l o t   E c h o 
Express III-D (desktop) and Echo Express III-R (2U rackmount) 
Thunderbolt-to-PCIe expansion systems, as well as the all-new, 
compact three-slot Echo Express SE III. The compact SEL and 
SE I chassis enable data transfers up to 2,750 MB/s, supporting 
a wide variety of high-performance PCIe cards. Both systems 
enable users of computers with 40Gbps Thunderbolt 3 (USB-C) 
ports, such as the new MacBook Pro and iMac to take advantage 
of Thunderbolt 3’s 2,750 MB/s of PCIe bandwidth. 
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